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1988, Clare Le Corbeiller published "Porcelainas
Sculpture,"' in which she speculated about the use
of porcelain figures and groups in eighteenthcentury Europe. In 1992, she collaborated on an exhibition curated by Cynthia Duval of the Museum of Fine
Arts, St. Petersburg, Florida, entitled "Figuresfrom Life:
Porcelain Sculpture from The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, ca. 1740-178o."2 How figures found
their place in domestic or public interiors and the light
they shed on contemporary life are topics of endless fascination that continue to deserve scholarly attention.3
However, they will not be pursued here. This essay is primarily concerned with the development of repertoire in
French porcelain sculpture, in particular at the
Villeroy/Mennecy factory in operation on the outskirts
of Paris from about 1738 to 1765. It examines figures
and groups made there that are part of the collections
of the Department of European Sculpture and Decorative Arts at the Metropolitan Museum, especially those
pieces acquired during Clare Le Corbeiller's curatorship, and notes their relationship to others.
The history of the Mennecy factory established by
Francois Barbin and his wife, Marguerite, has not been
fully explored, and Mennecy products are often incorrectly identified. This paper attempts to shed light on
the range of its production of figures and groups,
which often rival those of the better-known factory at
Vincennes/Sevres, and to situate them in the context
of other contemporary porcelain factories, and, where
possible, to note some of their print sources and their
relationship to sculpture in other media. This subject
has recently engaged Clare Le Corbeiller, whose
entries in French Eighteenth-CenturyPorcelain at the
WadsworthAtheneum:TheJ. PierpontMorgan Collection,
published in 2000, have cast much light on Mennecy
and other early French porcelain factories.
The Villeroy/Mennecy factory was not the first in
France to manufacture figures and groups. The concern at Saint-Cloud, also on the outskirts of Paris, was
In
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in full production by the late 169os and making
figures from the 172os. It produced pieces that were
heavily influenced by Chinese and Japanese prototypes4 as well as more original creations, such as the
bust of an unknown man on a pedestal in the collection at Mawley Hall, Shropshire, England, which is
truly Baroque in spirit.5 A glazed white figure of a
seated milkmaid holding in her right hand a can she is
about to use to take milk from a churn between her
knees6 prefigures a whole series of French porcelain
figures and groups depicting contemporary lifesome, like this, in a realistic spirit, others in an idealistic manner. Especially ambitious is a glazed white
group of two female figures sitting back to back, each
wearing a strange peaked hat and with her right breast
bared,7 which may be allegorical of France. Mennecy,
too, would make figures of France, no doubt at about
the same time that Vincennes put into production its
own versions of the subject.8 The attribution of an
unmarked, glazed white seated female figure with a
globe ornamented in relief with fleurs-de-lis9has been
the subject of considerable discussion. This writer is
inclined to believe that it was made at Mennecy
Groups combining a number of figures and animals
were attempted about 1740-60 at Saint-Cloud;'?
though charming in their naivete, they cannot be considered wholly successful as works of art. None of
these, except perhaps the Mawley Hall bust mentioned above, bears any direct relationship to marble,
plaster, or terracotta works by contemporary Paristrained sculptors. A factory operating in Paris in the
1750s under the aegis of Francois Hebert was responsible for a much more sophisticated group of a goat
and kid playing with a dog. 1 Its modeler is unknown.
Like many successful sculptural groups in porcelain, it
was glazed but left undecorated. The factory also produced a figure of a warrior and a colored group, Les
enfantsdeBacchus,12 incorporating a similar figure of a
warrior. While the single figure is of some merit, the
group remains an object only of interest, rather than
of beauty. Another group-two glazed white figures of
children with moving heads, seated on rocks and
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Figure 1. Inkstand, French, 18th century, g1th-century additions. Porcelain, gilt bronze, and glass, L. of tray 12'/2 in. (31.8 cm).
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Lesley and Emma Sheafer Collection, Bequest of Emma A. Sheafer, 1973 (1974.356.595.a-d)

accompanied by a dog and a disproportionately large
vase,'3 which was modeled by the sculptorJean-Louis
the
Balleur for Saint-Cloud in 1757-demonstrates
artistic aspirations of the factory, which by then had
been established for more than sixty years, but was
soon to be eclipsed by Vincennes/Sevres.
During the 174os the Villeroy/Mennecy factory
and its rival at Vincennes/Sevres began to explore in
earnest the new territory of figure sculpture in porcelain. At Chantilly, also in operation from the 1730s in
the Paris region, the range of figure sculpture was
more limited, though from the mid- 74os it made the
extremely sophisticated bust of Louis XV on its complex, Rococo pedestal'4 and a holy-water stoup surmounted by a seated angel with huge wings and
supported by a putto,'5 both influenced by contemporary sculptural practice. The English porcelain industry was also developing fast in the 174os and 175os.
Similarities between the production of the Bow and
Mennecy factories have not gone unnoticed by English ceramic historians;'6 included in a recent exhibition of Chelsea porcelain was a figure bearing a
200

Figure 2. Figures of Europe (with horse) and Asia (with
camel), French, Mennecy, ca. 1755-60. Soft-paste porcelain,
H. 5 in. (12.7 cm), 53/ in. (13.5 cm). The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Gift of Estate of James Hazen Hyde, 1959
(59.2o8.1,.2)

remarkable similarity to a Mennecy example.'7 Derby
might also be compared with Mennecy in the type and
range of its figure production.'s Likewise, figures made
at the Tournai factory (in present-day Belgium) have
been mistaken in at least one case for Mennecy examples. A glazed white figure of a huntsman, incised
"Bernard"inside the base (now in The BritishMuseum),
is an example that has been reattributed to Tournai.19
Clare Le Corbeiller, in a tribute to Mireille Jottrand,
explored the relationship between Tournai and Mennecy by way of Chelsea-Derby.20The interrelationships
among these factories await further exploration and
detailed discussion. For this writer,Mennecy figures and
groups are the most original and most humorous of
those made at all the factories mentioned above.
Like so many porcelain factories from the late seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth century, Mennecy was
subject to outside influences: Chinese and Japanese
porcelains, Dutch red earthenwares and delftwares,2'
soapstone carvings,22 Baroque ivories,23 and Meissen
porcelains all supplied numerous decorative motifs as
well as sculptural inspiration. A series of diminutive
Chinese-style figures decorated in the style of Arita
porcelains, many of them marked "D.V."in black or
blue enamel, have been said to be among the earliest
of Villeroy/Mennecy figure productions and have
been dated on stylistic grounds to about 1738-40.
The sources for these figures have in many cases
proved elusive. There is a distant relationship between
the seated figure of a boy in Oriental style mounted in
gilt bronze on a pair of candlesticks in the Metropolitan Museum collection24 and a Japanese porcelain
figure of a seated Chinese boy on a shogi table dating
from about 1680 in the collection at Burghley House,
Lincolnshire.25 However, this writer has found no
other Japanese figures corresponding to the series of
small Oriental figures made in the early years of the
Villeroy/Mennecy factory. Much work needs to be
done on the links between Oriental works of art in
France and early Mennecy figures. As Clare Le Corbeiller has remarked, variants of a figure of a seated
Oriental are mounted in gilt bronze on candelabra/
inkstands on shaped trays with four scroll feet.26 A
small boy with a sack over his shoulder on a shaped
painted black-lacquer tray is in the Lesley and Emma
Sheafer Collection (Figure i). A similar candelabra/
inkstand was recently exhibited by the Paris trade.27
Another bronze-mounted lacquer tray, this one fitted
with three small white globular pots with decoration
in relief (porcelain covers missing) and traceable to
the Izabela Lubomirksy collection in 1793, is in the
National Museum of Poland.28
One unmarked figure of a seated Chinese man
wearing a leaf hat and balancing a small bowl on his

left hand and two others on his knees, all connected
by branches,29 is decorated, not in pseudo-Oriental
style, but in the palette of soft pink, pale blue, brown,
yellow, and two shades of green typical of Mennecy. It
is likely to have been made in the earliest years of the
factory's activity,about 1750. The French taste for Oriental figures like these is not thought to have lasted
into the 176os.
The diminutive figures of dwarfs made over various
periods at the Villeroy/Mennecy factory in which Clare
Le Corbeiller has shown a continuing interest,30are not
discussed here, except to say,as Clare herself has shown,
that some of them are clearly based on engravings from
an Augsburg edition of I callottoresuscitatopublished
about 1710. No explanation of how the factory might
have come by the engravings, nor why it manufactured
these idiosyncraticfigures, can yet be made.
Among the documents providing the most information on the Mennecy factory is the series of inventories taken in the summer of 1754 after the death of
Louis Evrard des Pitons, who kept a shop in the rue
Saint-Honore "vis-a-visla Fontaine des Capucins" in a
building belonging to "M. [?] Darnennton."3' A list
of payments dated August 9, 1754, shows that the
Mennecy factory sold to the following dealers or
marchands merciers,among others: Sprote, Herbert,
Langlois et Doublet, Godin, Bailly, and Bassire.32 At
least one or all of these were in the business of assembling desk appointments. A number of figures provide
evidence that these Oriental-style figures were
expressly created to supply the market for decorative
objects that also served a function in the boudoir or
drawing room. One example, a standing figure of a
sage, his left arm raised, from the bequest of Emma A.
Sheafer, is mounted in gilt bronze as a candelabrum
with a small screen to protect the complexion from
the effects of heat.33 A pair of seated Chinese boys
fitted up with ormolu mounts as candelabra, presented to the Metropolitan Museum by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wrightsman in 1976,34 is another of these
assembled productions. Two more Oriental-style
figures, these from the collection of Jack and Belle
Linsky, are garnished with gilt-bronze stands: a seated
Chinese35 and a Buddist ascetic, or lohan, standing on
a rocky base, his right arm raised to reach arrows in a
quiver over his shoulder.36 The finer mount on the
first piece is stamped twice with the crowned C, denoting that it was made in 1745-49. No other French
porcelain factory seems to have manufactured any
figures in this vein. To judge from the surviving number, they were successful. Perhaps the quirkiest and
most charming of all are the two turquoise green
monkeys seated in front of leafy tropical plants and
mounted in gilt bronze, for which this writer has
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found no parallel.37 The (unmarked) seated monkey
in the Musee du Louvre, Paris, evidently never came
into the hands of a marchandmercier,perhaps because
the cup it holds in its hands suffered in firing.38A document of August 1754 in the inventories mentioned
above refers to a letter of exchange dated May 3o,
1754, from "Saragoza en Espagne" in the name of
"Desmonssay."This casts new light on the sale of Mennecy porcelains outside France.
Allegorical figures were among the earliest of those
in the European style made at Mennecy. Two glazed
white groups presented by the estate of James Hazen
Hyde in 1959 likely date from the 175os (Figure 2).
The first, a draped female figure wearing a helmet
and standing next to a recumbent horse, rests her left
hand on a shield decorated with three fleurs-de-lis in
relief.39 She symbolizes Europe, in particular, France.
A second draped figure, holding a censer and standing in front of a recumbent camel, symbolizes Asia.40
At Vincennes a group of personifications of Europe
and Africa on an oval mound appears to have been
modeled in 1752, judging from a payment made in
November of that year to Claude Le Boitteux for the
models of "deux groupes representant les quatre parties du monde."4' The doleful-looking Mennecy animals of these allegorical groups can be compared with
a glazed white camel and a goat, each on a rocky
mound, unmarked but plausibly attributed to Mennecy, that are in the Palazzo Reale, Turin.42They are
likely related to the hunting dogs, a hound and a
spaniel painted with flower sprays, from the Sheafer
collection.43 As yet, no modeler for this group of animals has been identified.
A white figure of a satyr from the Linsky collection,
holding a yellow arrow in his left hand and leaning
against an elaborate tree trunk ornamented with
grapes painted in turquoise and ocher, evidently fell
in the kiln.44 Another example, which has no factory
mark, is in the Musee de l'Ile-de-France, Sceaux.45
Unless it is part of a series of fauns-one of which,
holding a club, was on the New York market in 198546
-it may symbolize Autumn. "Une paire de statuettes
symbolisant L'AUTOMNE"-she

with a basket of grapes

over her left arm and a bunch of grapes in her left
hand, he with a basket of grapes next to him and a
bunch of grapes in his left hand-was exhibited in
Belgium in 1958.47 Mennecy certainly made and sold
a series of the Four Seasons,48 a subject popular with
porcelain factories all over Europe, and notably those
in England. Clare Le Corbeiller, in discussing a figure
of Winter in the guise of a young girl warming her
right hand at a flaming brazier that is incised "D.V."49
(in the Wadsworth Atheneum collection), discovered
a number of parallel and related figures. In the pre202

sent writer's opinion, there is no reason this figure
could not date earlier than 1760-65, but not have
found a buyer, so that examples stayed in Charles
Hennique's shop until his stock was listed in 1765.
Male and female figures symbolizing the same season
are not often found, but the pair of glazed white
figures, each with a muff (once in the Rene Fribourg
collection), must be an exception.50 Figures of the
Arts similarly enjoyed a wide popularity. At Mennecy
they were often designed in association with a pierced
container for potpourri, a practice characteristic of
the 175os, when vase mania began to take hold. A
glazed white female figure of Painting, with a palette
in her right hand, is marked "D.V." in blue.5'
Although this mark has been thought to indicate an
early date of production at Villeroy, the piece belongs
stylistically to the 175os or later. A colored group of
four children symbolic of the Arts and Sciences, the
uppermost one next to a broken column, measuring
11 inches (28 cm) in height (formerly in the Yanville
collection52), was attributed to the Mennecy factory,
although unmarked. A small seated figure of a young
girl with a music book on her lap, somewhat dwarfed
by a globular vase and cover with pierced shoulder
and cover for potpourri (from the Linsky collection),
may well be an allegory of Music.53
Mythological figures were especially popular at the
English porcelain factories and also take their place in
the Mennecy canon, although they are not represented in the Metropolitan Museum. A glazed white
figure of Endymion on a rectangular base and its companion figure of Diana are in the Musee National de
Ceramique, Sevres.54It is possible that these are based
on bronzes. Clare Le Corbeiller herself has linked this
figure with an unmarked glazed white figure of
Amphitrite in the Wadsworth Atheneum, which she
has published as after a bronze of 1652 by the French
sculptor Michel Anguier.55 An unmarked figure of
Diana, seated, a quiver of arrows slung over her right
shoulder, and holding a dog that is jumping up
toward her lap, was in the Fitzhenry collection in
1909.56 All these figures are likely to date from the

176os. A sparsely decorated and elongated figure of
Leda and the Swan on a base with spongy-looking
rocks, in a private collection57 and probably dating
from the mid-175os, bears a close relationship to
figures of naiads on comparable bases, such as the one
signed "Gauron 1754" paired with a reclining river
god on an ormolu clock in the Louvre.58 This figure
has been much discussed but is now generally
acknowledged to be a Mennecy production. From the
same period is an unmarked glazed white group of a
satyr and a naiad supporting a vase, once attributed to
Vincennes, which might also have been modeled by

Figure 3. Boy riding a dog, French, Mennecy,ca. 1745-50.

Figure4. Manand woman dressedas Persians,French,Mennecy

The MetropolitanMuseum of Art, The Lesley and Emma
Sheafer Collection, Bequest of EmmaA. Sheafer, 1973
(1974.356.587). See also front cover

(24.4 cm). The MetropolitanMuseum of Art, TheJack and
Belle LinskyCollection (1982.60.366,.367)

Soft-paste porcelain, H. 57/8 in. (14.9 cm), L. 6 in. (15.2 cm).

ca. 1760. Soft-paste porcelain, H. io'/2 in. (26.7 cm), 95/8 in.

date from 1750-60. A related undecorated group
incised "D.V." was in the Chavagnac collection.65
Another figure on a dog represents a boy with a covcalled "sculpteur du roi en l'academie royalle, demt. a ered basket (Figure 3).66 At least one other monkey
Paris, fg St Honore, psse de la Madeleine."6? At least
subject has been recorded: A monkey standing on a
one trained sculptor was employed at Mennecy.
mound, smoking a pipe, and holding a rabbit by its
The influence of the Meissen factory is particularly back legs with his left hand is illustrated in the
strong on several series of figures and groups made at Fitzhenry collection sale catalogue.67 A further figure,
Mennecy and is worth examining in some detail. It has a seated monkey playing a cello, was sold on the London art market in 1960.68 A designer at the Meissen
not gone unnoticed that Mennecy copied the monkey
that
have
so
much
success
at
Meisfactory, Christophe Huet (1700-1759), specialized in
figures6'
enjoyed
sen ever since 1747. In the Sheafer collection is a monkey subjects.69 He published a Livre de singes
(Book of monkeys) and was responsible for the decomonkey wearing a hat, holding a stick, and riding a
of the Grande and Petite Singerie rooms at
on
an
oval
base
incised
ration
"D.V."62
doleful-looking dog
The group is carefully painted and appears to be
Chantilly. He was the brother of Jean-Charles Huet, a
based on an engraving by Martin Engelbrecht of chi- leading dealer in porcelain. It may be no more than a
noiserie subjects, including a monkey riding a dog
coincidence that a Bernard Huet and a Joseph Huet
and carrying a stick from which hangs a bell.63 This
are documented at Mennecy. Further study of the
sheet has been shown to have been a source for painted
Huet family might clarify its role in the development
decoration on faience made at Paul Hannong's conof French porcelain.
cern in Strasbourg in the mid-i740s, indicating that
Mennecy followed Meissen's lead in making figures
of Persians,70 two colored examples of which are in
the print was in circulation in France. Another monthe Linsky collection (Figure 4). The woman bears the
key, this one with his left leg extended and seated
incised mark "Mathieu,"attributed to Mathieu Simon
on a basket-laden dog, is in the Musee National de
Ceramique, Sevres and incised "de Villeroy." 64 It may
(Figure 5), listed as a sculptor at Mennecy in 1765,
Gauron.59 He is recorded at the Mennecy
factory onJuly 2, 1753, and in the parish registers of
Saint-Cloud under the date October 3, 1756, he is
Nicholas
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Figure 5. Mark"Mathieu"incised on underside of base of
woman in Figure 4

although employed there both earlier and later and
otherwise listed as a workman. Few Mennecy figures
or groups bear the mark of their modeler or repairer
(that is, the workman who, after removing the various
parts of the piece from molds and assembling them,
was responsible for finishing it). This is a valuable reference, which should help identify others by the same
hand. Figures of exotic peoples were popular subjects
at English porcelain factories and were even made at
Worcester in the 176os and the 177os.71 A figure of a
drummer wearing a hat from the collection of the
comte de Chavagnac (present whereabouts unknown)
is incised "D.V."and "J.Mo."72It is part of a series of
sculptural pieces made at the Mennecy factory by the
brothers Jean and Christophe M6 that will be the subject of a forthcoming paper by this writer.73
The recent exhibition in Paris of several hundred
pieces of Mennecy (unsurprisingly, most of them
tablewares) brought to light other figures and groups
directly based on Meissen originals, such as a pair of
pug dogs, one with a puppy and both wearing collars
studded with bells.74 These surely had a Masonic connection, just as in Dresden. A pair of salts formed of a
reclining male and female figure between two shellshaped bowls75 is a rarely found Mennecy interpretation of a model that enjoyed great success at Meissen.
An unmarked double salt of a seated girl, each hand
resting on a shell at her side, in the Wadsworth
Atheneum, has been discussed by Clare Le Corbeiller,
who demonstrated its relationship to a Meissen origi204

nal as well as to a related Chantilly model.76 Clare also
showed that another piece in this collection, a glazed
white group of two nude children with a dolphin,
marked "D.V.,"77is related to a Meissen group. She
pointed out that the Bow and Longton Hall factories,
as well as Vincennes, put a similar group into production. No source for the group has been securely
identified, although it may well have been a fountain.
Although Meissen manufactured a number of commedia dell'arte figures, none seems to have been the
source either for the figure of a lawyer from the Italian comedy, incised "D.V."inside the base, from the
Linksy collection,78 or for the French comedy actor
wearing a tall green hat, from the R. Thornton Wilson
collection (Figure 6). Three figures belonging to the
same series were in the Fitzhenry collection, including
the lawyer and the actor, but of these only the lawyer
could be the one now in the Metropolitan collection.79
Figures of Pierrot and Columbine on rectangular
bases, both painted in the palette typical of Mennecy,
which includes much pink and a pale green, were in
the Pflueger collection. 8 A young man wearing pink
breeches trimmed in green, a white jacket with matching trim, a large feathered hat, and a long scarf,
incised "D.V.," is part of this amusing and original
series of figures. His extravagant gesture with his left
hand suggests he belongs to the theater; he was tentatively identified by the late Genevieve Le Duc as a
figure from the French vaudeville tradition.81 Each of
these extraordinary figures is supported at the back by
a tree trunk and stands on a rectangular pedestal that
appears to have been created to fit into a metal
mount. The source for the series remains unknown.
Figures from everyday life are well represented in
the Mennecy repertoire. They are perhaps the most
numerous and are certainly the most varied in size.
One of the largest is an unmarked peasant woman
carrying a child on her back and a box under her right
arm from the Linsky collection, which measures 74
inches (18.3 cm).82 This may be the "Savoyardewith
child" (Savoyardeavec marmot)based on a drawing by
Christophe Huet for the Meissen factory,83though this
writer has not succeeded in tracing surviving Meissen
examples to verify that suggestion. Representations in
French art of these migrants were common, particularly in the work of Antoine Watteau.84Dutch or Flemish sources influenced the conception of a pair of
glazed white drinking companions.85 Other everyday
characters include the figure of a Meissen map seller,
with a map in his left hand and a pack on his back on a
rectangular base, whose pose seems to relate to the
rather stiffly modeled commedia dell'arte figures mentioned above.86A figure of a pilgrim, his hat and collar
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Figure 6. French comedy actor, French,
Mennecy, ca. 1755-60. Soft-paste
porcelain, H. 8'/%in. (21.4 cm). The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift
of R. Thorton Wilson, in memory of
Florence Ellsworth Wilson, 1950
(50.211.123)

Figure 7. Street vendor, French,
Mennecy, ca. 1750-60. Soft-paste
porcelain, H. 93/8 in. (23.8 cm). The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of
R. Thornton Wilson, in memory of
Florence Ellsworth Wilson, 1954
(54.147.7)

ornamented with shells,87 stands on a slightly different
base but is also supported by a tree trunk and exhibits
the same stiffness as the previous pieces.
One important series of groups manufactured at
Mennecy is unrepresented in the Metropolitan
Museum collection. Diminutive girls and boys, often
playing music or singing, are arranged in twos, threes,
and occasionally fours on a rocky mound. They usually wear hats, kerchiefs, or turbans and have plump
features and limbs. A marked group of three, including
a singer and a bagpipe player, is in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London.88 In the Linsky collection is
a girl singer, holding a book of music on her lap,
seated on a stump next to a globular vase and cover
with a pierced neck, the whole on an oval mound.89 It
is characteristic of the Mennecy factory in its combination of a figure (or sometimes more than one figure;
see below) with a vase that is quite out of proportion.
One marked group is crudely erotic: A lover fondles
his beloved's knees, while her pitcher of milk lies overturned at her side.90

Figure 8. Figure of a street vendor,
French, Mennecy, ca. 1755-60. Soft-paste
porcelain, H. 93/8 in. (23.9 cm). TheJ. Paul
Getty Museum, Los Angeles (86.DE.473).
? TheJ. Paul Getty Museum

Figure 9. Tailor and painter, French, Mennecy, ca. 1755-60.
Soft-paste porcelain, lead glaze, H. 9g/ in. (24 cm) and o in.
(25.5 cm). Gift of George and Helen Gardiner, Gardiner
Museum of Ceramic Art, Toronto (G83.1250-. 1251)
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Figure o1. Knife grinder

and vinegar seller, French,
Mennecy, ca. 1755. Porcelain,
H. 63/4 in. (17 cm). Courtesy

of the Woollahra Trading
Co. Ltd.

Of all the figures and groups under consideration
two are exceptional. The first, in the Linsky collection,
is a white figure of the Harlequin family measuring
14Y8inches (36.5 cm).91 Although the mark "D.V."
inside the base is painted in black rather than incised,
this writer finds it difficult to believe that it could have
been modeled in the 174os, when the factory had not
long been established. The Meissen group from which
it derives, although much smaller, was modeled by
Johann Joachim Kandler about 1740. This group, its
scale, and the whiteness and translucency of the
porcelain make it one of the Mennecy factory's finest
achievements. Perhaps the most interesting of all
Mennecy's sculptural productions, even if, once again,
they do not seem to be entirely original in conception,
are the glazed white figures of street vendors known as
the Cris de Paris series. A figure of a vegetable seller
(from the Wilson collection),92 standing on a rectangular base, is incised "D.V."on the top left (Figure 7).
He is dressed in rags and a wide-brimmed hat with a
206

hole in the brim. It is of extremely white porcelain
and skillfully modeled. The feet are apart and the top
of the body bent to the right. The face is full of character and the features carefully delineated. The
slightly open mouth and the outstretched right hand
convey a pleading expression. Another glazed white
figure, evidently by the same modeler, of a fruit seller
holding his wares on a cloth before him is in the Getty
Museum (Figure 8).93 It is incised "D.V."on the right
side of the base. So similar are the pose, the clothing
(and hat), and the quality of the porcelain body that
there is no doubt that these two were part of a series.
Two more glazed white figures in a similar vein are in
the Gardiner Museum of Ceramic Art, Toronto.94 One
is a painter (or more likely a printseller) with a portfolio under his right arm, the other a tailor (or more
likely a seller of worn clothing) holding a cloth in
front of him and a sack over his right shoulder (Figure
9). Closely related, but without the marked contrapposto of the figures already mentioned, are a cobbler

with a shoe in his left hand and a strap in his right,
and a figure with a sack under his right arm, both in
the Boone collection.95 They are incised "D.V."
Another pair of figures was exhibited at the International Ceramics Fair and Seminar, London, in June
These unmarked glazed white figures of a knife
2000.
grinder with his wheel and a vinegar seller wheeling a
barrel on a cart (Figure 10)96 are even finer achievements. The vinegar seller is directly related to a watercolor drawing by Christophe Huet at the Meissen
factory,97and a Meissen figure is known.98 The knife
grinder is so close in conception that it is without
doubt after a design by Christophe Huet. An extraordinary glazed white figure of a fool or jester, incised
"D.V.,"his hat, jacket, belt, breeches, and shield festooned with bells, was recently exhibited in Paris99and
must be based on an as yet undiscovered engraving.
Mennecy manufactured an outstanding group of
animals and birds, subjects that were favorites of
English porcelain factories. Although Meissen was the
first in the market, and the work of Johann Joachim
Kandler has perhaps never been equaled, the skill of
the Mennecy modeler(s) has not been given its due.
Such fine items as the goat,'00 pair of mastiffs,'11 rearing horses,102 seated spaniel,'03 or magnificent boar
based on the famous Florentine Boar,'04 which even
Vincennes found difficult to parallel, were doubtless
important in the Mennecy repertoire, although the
Metropolitan does not include anything like them. A
figure of a parrot perched on a branch of a tree issuing from a rock in the Seattle Art Museum is particularly confidently modeled.'05 The pair of peacocks
displaying on oval rocky bases with a tree at the back
from the Sheafer bequest'? demonstrates the factory's technical mastery, while the careful modeling
and decoration of a warbler mounted in gilt bronze
from the Wrightsman gift'07 shows that Mennecy
could hold its own with Vincennes (Figure 1).'08 A
date of about 1760 is suggested for the latter piece.
Other exceptional productions from the Mennecy
factory include an appliqueformed of a swan with outstretched wings among rocks and branches, bearing the
mark "D.V.";illustrated by Ayme Darblay in 1901, it is
entirely original.'09 Another applique, one of a pair,
consists of a chimera emerging from twisted branches
and flowers. It is incised "D.V."and is part of the collections of the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris.' 0 Both of
these audacious models are purely decorative and, on
stylisticgrounds, can be dated to about 1750. The closest parallel in French porcelain must be the magnificent
clock cases made at the Chantilly factory.'1
Similar figure models were manufactured at factories all over Europe. A man and a woman seated with

pierced baskets (for potpourri or flowers) between
their knees were manufactured at Mennecy, as a
marked example at the Philadelphia Museum of Art
demonstrates. 12 An extraordinarily popular model, it
was made at the Saint-Cloud, Meissen, Chantilly, and
Chelsea porcelain factories, as well as in faience.
Information on prices of Mennecy figures and
groups exists in various inventories but is, in the main,
awaiting analysis. Selected entries are given here to
demonstrate that Mennecy could be as costly as Vincennes/Sevres. One of the inventories taken after the
death of Jean-Baptiste Barbin, dated March 13,
1766,"3 and describing defective and reject stock
from the old factory, mentions Desforges and Roussel
"marchands fayanciers a Paris"as the "agents nomme
par les partis." A surprising entry lists "1 gd Vaisseau
en biscuit de porcelaine de ladite Man de Villeroy
crue d'un groupe representant l'Europe et de differents attributs"valued at no less than 400 livres. The
present whereabouts of this object or anything comparable has not been discovered, although a group that
seems likely to correspond to it was noted as missing
by Jacquemart and Le Blant as early as 1862."4
Another entry in the same inventory, "1 autre Vaisseau
defectueux aussi en biscuit le groupe representant
1'Europe parfait," valued at 120 livres, suggests that
several were made, and only the rejects were kept at
the factory. If perfect pieces were made, they must
have been among the most ambitious of all Mennecy's

Figure 1 1. Candelabrum (one of a pair), French, ca. 1760.
Soft-pasteporcelain and gilt bronze, H. 6'/4 in. (15.9 cm),
W. 75/8in. (19.4 cm), diam.

45/8

in. ( 11.7 cm). The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, Gift of Mr.and Mrs.CharlesWrightsman,1976
(1976.155.28)
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figural productions and priced in the same range as
those from the royal factory. The same inventory mentions parrots, pug dogs (chiens doguins), and mediumsized birds. Another inventory of the "M[archandi]ses
de l'Ancien Magazin compose de pieces de rebut et
Defectueuses etant a Paris en la Maison de Sieur
Charles Christophe Hennique M[archan]d tenant
Magazin de la Manufacture de Villeroy" confirms the
valuations for reject examples of the above. One entry
for "three large figures"values them at 4 livres o1 sous
each, but six others were valued at only 3 livres 15 sous
each. Two parrots were valued at 3 livres 15 sous, two
medium birds (2 moyens oizeaux) at 2 livres 1o sous, and
two pugs (2 chiens doguins) at 2 livres o1 sous. Among

the unfired porcelain were "8 terrasses de pots pourris
garnie de figure et animaux" at 3 livres each.
The biscuit sculpture of Mennecy, from the
plaques to the terms designed for table decoration,
will be examined in detail by this writer in a future

publication. Although further work remains to be
done on the repertoire of figures and groups produced by the Mennecy porcelain factory, and this
article is far from an exhaustive exploration,' 1) it
is clear that the quality and range represented in
the Metropolitan Museum collection illustrate the
strong competition to Vincennes/Sevres offered by
Francois Barbin's concern.
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I am grateful to Antoinette Halle for supplying information on
this piece.
Nouvellesacqui104. G. Le Duc in Sevres,MuseeNational de Ceramique:
sitions (I979-I989)
(Paris, 1989), no. 143.
105.J. Emerson, J. Chen, M. Gardner Gates, Porcelain Storiesfrom
China to Europe (Seattle and London, 2000), p. 226 (and
cover). H. 7 in. (17.9 cm). Incised "D.V."
106. Inv. 1974.155.28,.29. H. 5 in. (12.7) and 47/s in. (12.4 cm).
Each painted "D.V."in manganese inside each base.
107. Iny. 1976.155.28,.29. H. 64 in. (15.9 cm). The writer has not
examined the bronze mounts or the flowers and cannot comment on their date or origin.
108. As Preaud and d'Albis, La porcelainede Vincennes,p. 170, no. 169,
discovered, two small perruches (parrots) purchased from
Vincennes by the dealer Lazare Duvaux were sold by him to
Monsieur de Villaumont in October 1749 for the high sum of
30 livres. Parrots and bouvreuils(bullfinches) were also in production from 1749; swans, mesanges(tits), serins(canaries), and
chardonnerets(goldfinches) from 1752.
log. Darblay's illustration has been republished by Duchon, La
manufacturedeporcelainede Mennecy-Villeroy,
p. 135.
1 o. Fregnac, Lesporcelainiersdu XVIIIefrancais,p. 135.
111. G. Le Duc, Porcelainetendrede Chantilly,pp. 165, 167.
112. Inv. 42-59-55 and 56. The female figure is incised "D.V."and
measures 8 8 in. (20.7 cm). The male figure is H. 8Ysin. (22 cm).
113. Archives Nationales, Minutier Centrale XIII.340, Semilliard.
Information taken from Le Duc papers in the Musee des Arts
Decoratifs, Paris.
114. A. Jacquemart and E. Le Blant, Histoireartistique,industrielleet
de la porcelaine(Paris, 1862), p. 499: "Nous avons vu
commerciale
passer dans une exposition de vente, d'ou il a disparu apres
avoir ete brise, un groupe important & fort bien traite,
representant toute une scene allegorique. Sur un vaisseau
arme et & mate se tenait la France, le casque en tete, la lance
droite & la main posee sur le bouclier aux trois fleurs de lis;
autant qu'il nous en souvient, les autres personanges, tous
caracterises par des emblemes mythologiques, entouraient
un enfant endormi." The authors compared it to pieces from
the royal factory on the grounds of its artistic merit and suggested that it may have been made as a princely gift. The
writer was alerted to this reference by a note in the papers of
the late Genevieve Le Duc bequeathed to the Musee des Arts
Decoratifs, Paris.
115. For example, the article excludes groups like The Magic
Lantern,in which a young man and a young woman on a rock
look into a magic lantern held by another young man (ill. in
Peyre, "Fleurons meconnus," p. 78; there is another example
in the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Conn., 1917.924),
and a group of four musicians designed to be seen all the way
round (ibid., p. 85), for instance.
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